Interfacing microchip electrophoresis to a growth tube particle collector for semicontinuous monitoring of aerosol composition.
Semicontinuous monitoring of aerosol chemical composition has continually increased in demand because of the high spatial and temporal variability of atmospheric particles and the effects these aerosols have on human health and the environment. To address this demand, we describe the preliminary development of a semicontinuous aerosol composition analyzer consisting of a growth tube particle collector coupled to a microfluidic device for chemical analysis. The growth tube enlarges particles through water condensation in a laminar flow, permitting inertial collection into the microchip sample reservoir. Analysis is done by electrophoresis with conductivity detection. To avoid hydrodynamic interference from the sampling pressure, the microchip was operated isobarically by sealing the buffer reservoirs from the atmosphere and interconnecting all the reservoirs with air ducts. The collector samples at 1 L min(-1) and deposits particles into 30 microL of solution. Sample accumulates with time, and sequential injections are performed as aerosol concentration increases. For extended analyses, a sample rinsing system flushes the sample collection reservoir periodically. For inorganic anions, temporal resolution of 1 min and estimated detection limits of 70-140 ng m(-3) min were obtained. The system was used to measure sulfate and nitrate, and results were compared to a particle-into-liquid-sampler running in parallel. Results indicate that the prototype growth tube-microchip system (termed aerosol chip electrophoresis, ACE) could provide a useful complement to existing aerosol monitoring technologies, especially when less expensive and/or rapid analyses are desired.